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INTRODUCTION
Justification for the Study
The inefficient use of lumber
The older bams in this country were built of heavy
timbers with little regard for the efficient use of build
ing material* The individual members in many oases were
excessive as to size and strength. The Joints used were
weak in comparison with the strength of the members. The
difficulty of Joining the members together made it impossible
to completely utilize the natural strength of structural
timbers. '•A chain is no stronger than its weakest link,'*
and a building is no stronger than the joints used in its
constiruotion.
Methods of achieving a more efficient use of lumber
The Increased cost of building material has made the more
efficient use of lumber highly desirable. Several methods
that will help in achieving the more efficient use of lumber
will be discussed individually.
Proper design. A correct, balanced design for a structure
would prevent excessive use of material where it can be of no
use, and prevent weak spots. The size of a member should be
based on the required strength and rigidity of the member.
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Improved Joints. Timber connectors and glued Joints
have changed the concept of timber construction# The timber
connector joints can carry more than nailed or bolted joints
and will approach the load capacity of the Individual members
of the joint. Glued joints under favorable conditions have
a greater load capacity than the individual members of the
joint.
Use of rigid frame construction. Rigid frame construc
tion has been used in steel and reinforced concrete coastruc-
tioQ for several years. The purpose of using it is to reduce
stresses. The reduction in stresses allows a reduction in
the amount of building material used. The essential ret^uire-
ment of rigid frame construction is a rigid joint in ivhich
the movement of each member is relative to the movement of
the other members.
A glued joint can be compered to a welded steel joint.
It is as rigid as the members making up the joint. The use
of glued and nailed joints has nade possible the use of timber
in rigid frame construction.
The advantages of the application of rigid frame con
struction to timber constructions are as follows:
1. Stresses are reduced.
2. Less material is needed.
Zm Total cost is reduced.
-11-
General Objeotiyes
The general obJectlTes of the study are as follows;
1. The investigation of the adrantages of rigid frame
construction for farm structures, with particular reference
to a rigid frame hog house, and to a three rafter gambrel
barn roof.
2. The analysis of three rafter gambrel bam roof when
acting as a three hinged arch and as a rigid frame*
3. The design of a three rafter gambrel barn roof using
the principle of rigid frame coastruction.
-lE-
REVXEW OF LITERATUHE
History of Bam Framing
Shawrer truss
The Shavfver truss was one of the first roof trusses
deTeXoped for a gambrel roof barn. The objections to the
truss are:
1. It is difficult to erect.
2. It extends down into the hay mow.
3. It is more expensive than the lighter framing
that replaced it.
Braced rafter
The Braced rafter is the type of framing usually found
in gambrel roof barns. It fulfills the requirements for barn
framing. The objections to the braced rafter are;
X* It does not make effective use of materials.
Zm The braces taice up usable space.
Gothic arch
The Gothic harn roof has rafters of a circular curvature
meeting at a peak. The first rafters used were sawed to the
necessary curvature. These were replaced by rafters made up
--15-
of plies of one-inch material hent to the desired currature
and nailed and bolted together. The glued laminated arch
is the type of Gothic rafter reoommended at the present
time.
The Gothic type roof has the maximum amount of usable
space, and it fulfills the barn framing requirements. The
objections to the Gothic arches are:
li The sawed rafter is wasteful of material and labor.
2. The sprung rafters, nailed and bolted, have a
tendency to sag out of shape.
Barn Framing Requirements
Service requirements
The functional requirements common to all general
purpose and two story dairy barns are as follows:
1. To provide adequate shelter for animals.
2. To provide adequate, unobstructed mow space for the
storage of feeds.
3. To provide width and height that will facilitate
the use of hay handling equipment.
Structural requirements
Strength, stability, and rigidity are the structural
requirements that must be met. The roof frame must be strong
enough to carry the maximum wind loads, and rigid enough to
prevent excessive deflections under loads. Stability is
-14-
required to prevent trouble from secondary stresses.
Economic requlreiaents
Tbe economy of a structure is dependent upon first cost
and subsequent chafes for depreciation and repairs* ^
obtain economy in construction, the design should provide
for the use of standard lengths and sizes of lumber, and
should not require an eoccessive amount of labor, especially
of highly skilled labor.
Appearance requirements
A barn should be considered as an individual unit* It
should be pleasing to the eye, giving the impression of
permanence and stability. The chief factors governing the
appearance of gambrel roofs are the lengths and slopes of the
rafters sections. Most of the roofs designed for structural
stability are pleasing in appearance.
Selection of a Standard Bam Shell
'Che three standard barn widths are 32 feet, 34 feet, and
36 feet. Obaerration of barns and barn plans by Barre (S)
shows; (1) 34 and 36 foot widths of dairy and general
purpose barns are generally recommended; (2) the 36 foot
barn is most common, (3) the average of all bern widths
is 33.9 feet. For Iowa condition the 34 foot barn is
•15-
considered standard, and will be used in this study.
The height of the ridge above the laow floor is influenc
ed by several factors* The aiaoont of hay moved from the
center of the barn to the side depends on "tiie height of the
hay carrier. The higher the carrier, the less hay has to
be moved by hand. The limitiug factors on the height of
the bam are the increased wind loads as the height increases,
and the maximum ajaoont of storage ^ace needed.
-16-
THE IHTESTIGATIOII
Preliminary Considerations and Inreatigations
Selection of a stable roof shape
Desirability of a stable roof shape* On© of the more
important steps in the design of a barn roof is the deter
mination of a roof shape that is stable under all oustomary
dead loads. For a roof to be stable, the line of resistance
must pass through all joints. If the line of resistance
passes through the joints, there is no rco-aent developed in
the joints and the joints only have to carry axial loads.
Moments are developed in the joints by wind and hay handling
equipment only.
Combination of rafter lengths used. For each bam
width and each combination of rafter section lengths, there
is one shape that is stable. Three determinations were made
in this study. Figure 1 gives one for a combination of 14,
10, and 8 foot rafters for a three rafter gambrel; Figure 2
gives one for a combination of IS, 10, and 8 foot rafter
sections for a three rafter gambrel; and Figure 3 gives one
for a combination of 14 and IS foot rafter sections for a
standard gambrel. The solution given in Figuire 3 for the
ee==&3P
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fitaadard gambrel checks with a similar solution made by
Piokard (12) in his study on the braced rafter.
Method of aolution^ The deternilnations were made
graphically as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The width of
the 34 foot barn between the center lines of the rafters was
taken as 33'-6". The lengths of the center lines of the
rafter sections were taken as one inch less than the outside
length of the rafter sections. The loads were figures in
teims of F, iriien P is eqtual to the sum of the dead loads on
an area one foot by the distance between rafters. The deter
mination using loads in terras of P makes the solution good
for any weight of roofing material.
The solution is by **Gat and try.**
The line of action of Kg must be normal to the load line
at a. Trial poles for the force polygon were taken along the
line of action of Rg. The line of resistance was started at
the plate line. The length of the line of resistance between
loads was the length of the corresponding rafter section.
There is no way to locate the correct positions for the loads
until after the stable shape is found. The line of rdsistaaoe
that ends on the center line of the roof is the stable roof
shape for that particular combination of rafter sections and
barn width.
-21-
Comparlaoa of three rafter gambrel and standard gambrel
barn roofs
The comparison was made between the three rafter gambrel
using a combination of 14, 10, and 8 foot rafter sections, and
the standard gambrel using a combination of 14 and 12 foot raf
ter sections. Both were roof shapes stable under all customary
dead loads for 34 foot bams. Figure 4 gives the dimensions
for the roofs.
Area under roof» The same gross area was taken for both
roofs. The gross area of the three raftergpnbrel was taken
down to the bottom of the lower rafter sections. Five feet
and six inches was allowed below the plate of the standard
geunbrel to make the gross area of the standard gambrel e^iual
to the gross area of the three rafter gambrel. The gross
area of each was 562.8 sq. ft.
The gross area under the three rafter gambrel was taken
as the net area because there are no braces to take up space.
The gross area of the standard gambrel was not the net area be
cause of space taken by the braces. Schweers (14) in his work
on barn dimensions allowed 38 sq. ft. for the braces. Using
that value for the braces, the net area of the three rafter
gambrel was found to be 6 percent more than the net area of
the standard gambrel.
Material in framln^^. The amount of lumber needed for one
complete rafter in a three rafter jambrel roof barn is 86 fbm.
(.
Cqnoss ane<3
=:3&e.a sq.ft.
-£2-
S
33-G"
TH2EE EAFTEE QAMBEEL
<S>-<c?' IO-3
^T^oss ar<sci
= &S£.S sq.
33-G*
34.'-0"
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The amount of lumber for one complete braced rafter for a
standard gambrel roof "barn is 103 fbm. The three rafter
gambrel barn rafter uses 16.5 per cent less framing material
than the standard gambrel barn rafter.
Comparative costs. The cost of framing per square foot
of usable area under the three rafter gambrel is £0.5 percent
less than for the standard gambrel.
AdTantages of the three rafter gambrel. The three rafter
gambrel barn roof using spliced, glued and nailed joints con
struction has several Inherent advantages when compared to
the standard gcunbrel of conventional construction. The
advantages are as follows:
1. There are no obstructions at the rafter splioes
extending out into the hay mow.
2. The brace from the plate to the hay mow floor is
not necessary.
3. There is more usable space for the same gross area.
4. The framing cost is 20.5 percent less than for the
standard gambrel.
5. The height is greater; allows better and more
efficient use of hay handling equipment.
Wind pressure distribution
The largest stresses that occur in barn roof frames are
caused by wind loads. The proper design of a barn roof frame
-24-
depends upon the evaluation of wind loads and resulting
streases. The changing magnitudes and directions of wind
loads prevented considering them in the design of a stable
roof shape.
Theoretical calculation• Sir Isaac Uewton was the first
to give a theoretical treatment to the resistance of plates to
the motioa of fluids* S'ieming (7) in discussion of Newton's
worJf said, "For wind pressure, the density of the air being
constant, we have the law that the pressure varies directly
as the s<iuare of the velocity, n^ch has remained almost
undisputed since Newton's day*"
The pressure in pounds per square foot on a surface
normal to the direction of flow of a fluid is given by the
formula, p » WY^, where Wequals the weight of a cubic foot
Of the fluid, and V equals the velocity of the fluids in feet
per second.
If the velocity, V, is given in miles per hour, and air
at 15°C* and 760 m.m* Hg*, the wind pressure per square foot
is given by the fozmula:
p - .001109 izzv]^
15
Bankins, Button, and Duchemin also developed theoretical
formulas for calculation of wind loads. The theoretical
formulas cannot be used in figuring wind loads on a barn roof
because they do not taice into account the negative pressures
-S5-
on the roof.
Experimental worte^ Uuoh has been learned oonoerning
wind loads on buildings In recent years by the use of wind
tunnel studies, Wind loads on a building can be found by
nsaicing a pressure distribution diagrfim for a model of the
building in a wind tunnel and figuring the loads normal to
the roof by the use of the diagram. Sylvester's (15) work
on a hangar, and Dryden and Hill's (6) work on a mill build
ing were ansong the first works using pressure distribution
diagrams for buildings.
The disadTantage of wind tunnel work is the presence
of scale effect. Howe (10) has the following to say about
scale effect, "As our present icnowledge is insufficient
to express them by formulas, c and f (H) are obtained by
experiment. Many objects dealt with in structural engineer
ing hare flat surfaces and sharp edges. Kxperiments show
that with such objects *scale effect* Is negligible, and f
(R) may be disregarded."
Vr'ind pressure distribution diagram. There has been no
wind tunnel vcrk on gambrel roof barns, and as a result a
wind pressure distribution diagram had to be assumed before
the wind loads on the three rafter gambrel could be figured,
The work of Sylvester (15) and Dryden and Hill (5) (6) were
studied to obtain a basis on which to assame a pressure
distribution diagram for the direction of wind that would
-26-
cause the maximum load*
The assuaed pressure distribution diagram is shown in
Figure 5. It la slaillar to diagrams assumed by Arnold (1),
Plolcard (12), and Martin (11). Hugh L. Dryden (4) of the
National Bureau of Standards, who is an authority on wind
pressure distribution, said, "The distribution of wind
pressure which you have assumed for the design of a three
rafter gambrel roof barn Is a very reasonable one
and in aooord with the limited data available, eioept that
the suction zone should probably start earlier on the
windward face.** Since an increase in the suction zone at
the point mentioned would not ohange the stresses materially,
it was decided to work out the wind loads using the diagram
as originally assumed.
Wind loads on barn roof
According to U* S. Weather Bureau (16), the highest
recorded wind in Iowa over a 5 minute period is 68 miles
per hour. A velocity of 70 miles per hour was taken as a
base for design. The velocity pressure for a 70 mile per
hour wind was found by substituting in p » .001189 (227)^*
15
The wind load for each section of rafter was found by
the formula,
P • pcA
where ? equals the load In pounds, p equals the velocity pres
sure in pounds per square foot, c equals the average coefficient
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for the rafter section from the pressure distribution diagram,
and A equals the area of the roof supported by the rafter
section considered.
Dead loads on barn roof
The loads that act on a roof at all times are classed as
dead loads. These loads result from the combined weight of
the rafters, sheathing, and roofing material. The weight of
Douglas fir per board foot is given by the Wood Handbook (17)
as 2.8 pounds. The weight of Cedar shingles to cover one
square foot is 2«0 pounds (9). The weight of the rafter adds
another 1*5 pounds when the rafters are placed £*-0** on centers,
?or the purpose of this study the total dead load was taken
as 7 lbs. per sq. ft. This value agrees with the one used by
Martin (11) in his work on glued laminated rafters.
Analysis of the Three Rafter Gambrel Barn Roof
Introduction
The three rafter gaxabrel roof was analyzed as a three
hinged arch and as a rigidfirame. These analyses show the
reduction of bending moments and resulting fibre stresses
achieved by using rigid frame construction rather than three
hiiiged arch construction* Separate analyses were made for
dead and wind loads to determine the relative Importance of
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dead and wind loads in the design of a barn roof. The roof
analyzed was for a 34 foot barn, stable under all customary-
dead loads using a combination of 14, 10, and 8 foot rafter
sections. Direct stresses were not considered.
Three hinged arch. Dead loads only.
Loads. The loads were considered acting at the ends and
quarter points of the rafter sections. The dead load values
used for the small rafter sections are shown in Figure 6.
Method of procedure. For this analysis the roof arch
was considered hinged at both supports and at the ridge.
The solution was graphical and is shown in Figure 6. The
true pole for the force polygon was found by the method of
running a line of resistance through three points. The
eccentricities were found for each section by scaling the
perpendicular distance trom. the line of resistance connecting
two adjacent forces to the point on the rafter dividing the
sections represented by the loads mentioned. The thrusts
were scaled from the force polygon.
The bending moments developed by the loads were found
by multiplying the eooentricity of a point by the thrust of
the corresponding point.
The maximum stress in extreme fibres were found for
2" x 6" rafter sections by substituting the maximum bending
moment and the section modulus for a 2** x 6** in the formula
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S •_Mo, wliere the ralues are:
1
S * fibre stress in extreme fibre
M " bending moment
c • distance from neutral axis to extreme fibre
1 " moment of inertia
l/o * section modulup
Results^ The reactions and were found to be 462
pounds. The maximum moment was *^1362 in. lbs.» and was
located between first and seoond quarter points on the lower
rafter sections.
The loaximum stress In extreme fibres for a 2" x S" rafter
was found to be 159 lbs* per sq. in. The basic allowable for
Douglas fir, dense, is 2,333 lbs. per sq. in. (16). The dead
load stresses are only 6.6 percent of the basic allowable.
Summary,
1. The marl mum bending moment due to dead loads was
+1362 in. lbs. , which would give an extreme fibre stress in
a 2" X 6" rafter of 159 lbs. per sq. in.
2^ The maximum extreme fibre stress was 6.6 percent
of the allowable basic stress for Douglas fir, dense.
Three hinged arch. V/ind loads only.
Loads. The loads were considered acting at the ends
and quarter points of the rafter sections. The wind load
-32-
values were based on the vrind pressure diagram. Figure 7
gives the values used. The resultants of loads at adjacent
ends of rafter sections were used.
Method of prooedure. The roof arch was considered hinged
at both supports and at ^e ridge. A graphical solution was
used and is given in Figure 7. The true pole was found and
the line of resistance was drawn in by the same method used
for the dead loads. The eccentricities and thrusts were
scaled and the bending laoaents found in the same manner as
used in the analysis of dead loads only.
Results. was found to be 540 pounds and R was found__ a "b
to be 340 pounds. The wind loads caused by a 70 m.p.h. wind
has a large lifting and over turning tendency. If there were
no dead loads acting on the building, it would have to he
tied down to prevent vertical as well as horizontal movements.
The maximum moment was +38,040 in. lbs. and was located
on the windward side. The maximum negative moment was
-31,560 in. lbs. located on the leeward side.
The maximum stress in extreme fibre for a 2** i 6" rafter
was found to be 4,450 lbs. per sq., in. The wind stresses
are 191 percent greater than the basic allowable of 2333 lbs.
per sq. ft. This indicates that 2** z 6** rafters are not large
enough when internal braces are not used.
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Sunnaarr.
X. The mfixlninm bending moments due to a 70 ra.p.h.
wind load was +38,040 in. lbs., which would give an extreme
fibre stress in a 2" x 6" rafter of 4,450 lbs. per sq. in.
2. The maximum stress would be 191 percent greater
than the basic allowable for Douglas fir.
Three hinged arch. Combination of dead and lire loads*
Bendlns moments. The bending moments caused by the
dead loads were added to the bending moments caused by the
wind load. The largest resulting bending moment was
+38,760 in. lbs. The maximum stress in extreme fibre for
a 2" X 6" rafter was 4,540 lbs. per eq. in.
Summary.
X« The combined bending moments from dead and wind
loads was 38,760 in. lbs. as compared to 38,040 in. lbs.
for the wind loads only.
Rigid frame. Dead loads only.
Loa^s. The space diagram. Figure 8, was dirided into
16 segments, 4 each of 3.5 feet in the lower rafter sections,
3 each of 3.33 feet in the middle rafter sections, 2 each of
4.0 feet in the top rafter sections. The segments were
numbered from 1 to 18 in a clockwise manner. The loads were
considered as a concentrated load in the center of the sections.
*35-
The loads used are shown In ?igare 8.
Method of prooedure. The Elastic Curve Beam Theory
as given by R. A. Gaughey (3) was used to obtain the moment
Mq, and the thrust at the ridge. The shear, was zero
because the arch was symetrioally loaded.
Table II was set up in solving for and Column 1
c c
gives a list of points; column Z and 3 gives the z and y
coordinates in feet measured in all oases from the center
point of the ridge; column 4 gives the lengths in feet of
each section of arch; column 5 contains the moments at each
of the various sections expressed in terms of and
and loads between the point considered and the center line
of the arch; columns 6 and 7 contain the values of column 5
multiplied by values in column 4 and by coluains 4 and
respectively. At least 6 significant figures were kept in
columns 5, 6, and 7 when possible. This was done to minimize
errors in algebraic solutions of equations.
The summations of Table II were set up into two simul
taneous equations and solved for and Knowing the
O V
values for M , H , and 7 , it was possible to solve for
c' c c
bending moments. The true pole, in Figure 6, was located
to the left of the center line at a distance equal to E^.
The eccentricity e at c was found by dividing by with due
regard for signs. The line of resistance was started by
connecting the forces adjacent to c with the line from the
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foree polygoa at a dlstanoa a from o. The line of realstanoa
vras ooffipleted by woi^ing In both directions from o.
The bending moments wore found by multiplying the
eccentricities by the thrusts-
Results, The moments were positire in the centers of
lower and middle rafter sections, and were negative at the
fixed end, the rafter splices, and the top rafter sections.
The maximum moment was -1599 in. lbs* and was looated
at the ridge. The moment at the fixed end was only -557 in.
lbs.
The maximum stress in extreme fibres for a S" x 6" was
found to be 187 lbs. per sq,. in. This value is 8.0 percent
of the basic allowable for Douglas fir.
Summary.
1. The maximum bending moment due to dead loads was
-1599 in. lbs., which would give an extreme fibre stress in
a 2" X 6" rafter of 187 lbs. per sq. in.
2. The maximum extreme fibre was 8.03 percent of the
allowable basic stress of Douglas fir, dense.
Rigid frame. Wind load only.
Loads. The space diagram as shown in Figure 9 was
divided into 18 segments in the same manner as for the
analysis for dead loads only. The loads were equivalent
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to a 70 m.p.h. wind, 90 degrees to the side wall* The amount
and line of aotlon of the loads are shown in Figure 9.
Method of proeedure^ The same procedure was used as for
the dead loads to find V^, and with a few exoeptions*
Table II has 6 ooluzsns* Colomn 8 contains the product of
eoluinn 3, 4, and 5* Column 5 contains terms of 7 as well
c
as for and H •
c c
The summations of Table I were set up into two simul
taneous equations end one independent equation. These
equations were solved in Table I to find M , V«, and H .
0 c 0
The basic equations call for the modulus of elasticity and
the moment of inertia, but these were not used in the
equations because both were considered constsnt.
The bending moments were foxind graphically as shown in
Figure 9, The load line was laid off and the true pole
was located with regard to the bottom of the load immediately
to the left of the center line of the arch. was laid off
from this point and to the right. 7^ was laid off up from
the right end of H .
c
The eocentrlcity at the ridge point was found by
dividing M by H , but since M - -0.23 ft. lbs. and H -
0 0 c ®
"133,3 lbs., e was taken as zero* The line of resistance
was drawn in the same ma:iaer as for the dead loads.
The moments were computed algobraicly and were found
to check the graphical values.
-41-
Results. The largest moment was a fixed end moment of
-35,256 In. lbs. The extreme fibre stress in a 2" x 6"
vould be 4,150 lbs* per sq. in. The maximum moments other
than fixed end moment was +14,820 in lbs. The extreme fibre
stress in a 2** X 6** would be 1730 lbs. per sq. in. The value
of 1730 is 74.3 percent of the basio allowable for Douglas
fir.
Summary.
1. The maximum fixed end moment was -35,256 in. lbs.
The extreme fibre stress for a 2" x e" would be 4150 lbs.
per sq. in.
2. The maximum moment was '*-14,620 in. lbs. The extreme
fibre stress for a 2" x 6'' would be 1730 lbs. per sq. in.
3. The value of 1730 is 74.3 percent of the basis
allowable value for Douglas fir.
Rigid frame. Combination of dead and wind loads.
Bending; moments. The dead and wind load moments were
added together. The maximxim fixed end moment became -36,432
in. lbs. The extreme fibre stress for a 2" x e** would be
4250 lbs. per sq. in.
The maximumi moment was 13,796 in. lbs. The extreme
fibre stress for a 2" x 6" would be 1730 pounds per sq. in.
The large fibre stress at the mow floor line can be
reduced by the use of the splice joint at that point. The
•»
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Stud oaa be extended up the rafter a short distance, and a
splioe from a 2** x 6" or larger member can be used on the
other side of the rafter. The extreme fibre stress for two
X 6** acting under a bending moment of 36,432 In. lbs.
would be 1910 lbs. per sq. in. This is 82 percent of the
basic allowable for Douglas fir.
The stresses developed in the rigid frame three rafter
gambrel rafters made of 2" x 6" rafter sections and using two
2** X 6** splioe plates at the mow floor line are smaller than
the stresses in a glue, laminated rafter made of 7 - 1 3/4"
X 25/32" laminations. According to E^artin (11) the maximum
stress in the glued laminated rafter when securely fastened
to the mow floor and sill is 3,400 lbs. per sq. in.
Summary.
1. The maximum fixed end moment was -36,432 in. lbs.
2. The maximum moment was 13,796 in, lbs. The extreme
fibre stress for a 2" x 6" would be 1730 lbs. per sq. in.
3. The fibre stress at the fixed end can be reduced
to 1910 lbs. per sq. in. by using two 2'* x 6" at that point.
This value is 82 percent of the basic allowable for Douglas
fir.
Conclusions.
1. The maximum bending moment on the three hinged arch
caused by dead load was +1,362 in. lbs.
-43-
2. The mximuni bending moment on the three hinged arch
caused by a 70 m.p.h. wind was +38,040 in. lbs.
3. The three rafter gambrel made up of 2" x 6" is highly-
stressed when acting as a three hinged arch* The extreme
fibre stress in a 2** x 6" caused by wind loads was 4,450
lbs. per sq. in, which is 191 percent of the basic allowable
for Douglas fir.
4. The maximum bending moment on the rigid frame caused
by dead loads was -1,599 in. lbs.
5. The maximum fixed end moment on the rigid frame
caused by a 70 m.p.h. wind was -35,256 in. lbs- The maximum
moment was +14,820 in. lbs. The extreme fibre stress in a
S** X 6" caused by the maximum bending moment was 1730 lbs.
per sq. in.
6. By using two 2" x 6" at the fixed end joint, the
fibre stress due to the fixed end moment can be reduced to
1910 lbs. per sq. in., which is 82 per cent of the basic
allowable for Douglas fir.
7. The maximum bending moment on the three hinged arch
is 2.6 times the maximum bending moment on the rigid frame
not considering the fixed end moments.
-44-
Hoft house rafter testa
Ob.ieotlve of tests« The purpose of the teats waa to
detaroLlne the factor of safety of a type of rigid fraoa hog
house rafter developed hy Henry Gieae (8), Professor of
Agricultural Snglaeeriag, Iowa State College.
Type of rafter. The rafters makes a building with gable
roof shape that does not have any joints or tie aiembers inside
the building- This is accomplished by joining the rafter
section and the stud section together with splice plates, and
using glued construction*
Advantages of rigid frame hog house rafters* There are
several advantages. They are as follows:
1. Has no joists or ties inside building.
2. Szoept for Oothic type, it has maximum headroom with
a minimum height*
3. Less material is used in construction.
Construction and size of rafters. All of the rafters
tested were for a SB foot hog house. The rafter sections were
S" X 4** X IS*, No* X common Douglas fir. The stud sections
were S" x 6" x S'-7 5/8", No. 1 oommon Douglas fir. Ko. 1
oommon white pine was used for the splice plates to minimize
trouble from splitting.
-45-
Tests were run on three sets of rafters using different
size splice plates. The size of splice plates used are as
follows:
1. Rafters Ko. 1 to 4 used splice plates from a
1" z 6" X 10* cut to give 4 splice plates with a minimum of
waste.
8. Rafters No. 5 and 6 used splice plates from a
1" X 8" X 12' cut to give 4 splice plates with a minimum of
waste.
3. Rafters Ho. 7 and 8 used splice plates from a
1" X 8" X 10* cut to give 4 splice plates with a minlmuia of
waste.
The Joints at the splice plates were glued and nailed.
The water-proof casein glue In the Joints waa mixed and
applied according to directions. The nails were used only
to develop the glue bond.
The studs were notched at the bottom to fit a Z'* x S**
nailed to the sill to prevent the stud from klciilng out at
the bottom. This enables the rafter to aot as a rigid frame
with hinged ends.
Selection of scale* It was necessary to use a scale
smaller than full size for the rafter tests. The scale
6" l*-0" was selected because It would work best In th«
available testing frame.
To achieve the sanw load effect on both full scale
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and 6" • I'-O" scale models, the loads used on the 6" - I'-O"
scale models was one fourth full scale loads. Scale effect
is believed to he small for the 6" « l*-0" scale model rafters,
and for these tests it was not taken into account.
Apparatus. The testing frame constructed by Martin (11)
was used for the tests. Figure 18 shows how the rafters were
fitted into the frame. The horizontal anas gave lateral
support but did not affect the vertical fnovement of the rafters.
The error introduced by pulley friction was considered as
covered by a reasonable allowable experimental error.
I^efiections were taken by using small copper tubes fastened
to the rafters, a pencil marked the deflections on a sheet
of paper back of the copper tube.
Method of prooedu37e« The weights ware applied in five
baskets, and were distributed to the ends and quarter points
by the use of eveners. The total incremeat of load added
each time was 160 pounds. Table III gives the weight added
to each basket. The baskets are lettered from loft to right.
The deflections were marked after each load. Increments of
load were added until the rafter failed.
Results. Teble IV gives the load under which each
rafter failed, the total deflection of the point with the
maximum deflection, and the type of failure.
•At-
\
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TABLE III
Loads Applied to Hog House Rafters
Load
Ko.
Load Increments per Basket - Lbs.
A g : 0 D E
1 36 32 : 11 33 3t>
2 30 40 : 20 40 30
3 30 40 : 20 40 30
4 30 40 : 20 40 30
5 30 40 : 20 40 30
6 30 40 : 20 40 30
7 30 40 : 20 40 30
8 30 40 : 20 40 30
9 30 40 : 20 40 30
10 30 40 : 20 40 30
11 30 40 : 20 40 30
12 30 40 : 20 : 40 30
13 30 40 : 20 40 30
H 40 : 20 40 30
TABLS IV
Resiilts of Hog House Rafter Tests
; Total
Rafter: Load
No* : Lbs.
—3—
2
3
U
i
Maximum :
Deflection:
in Inches :
—30—r
.5S :
.70 :
.56 :
.88 :
.90 :
•
1.36 :
1.22 :
Remarks
Splice plates failed.
Splice plates failed.
Stud split at the sill.
Crlued joint failed.
Olued joint failed.
Glued joint failed.
Rafter failed In flexure at
upper end of plates.
Rafter failed in flexure at
upper end of plates.
7
8
:
1,110
1,250
1,110
960
2.050
2,030
2,210
2.220
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Considering the 22 foot hog house designed for a com
bined dead and snow load at 20 lbs. per sq« ft«, the design
load on each rafter would be 960 pounds* This maices the
design load for a 6" « I'-O" scale model rafter 240 pounds.
The factor of safety was found by dividing 240 pounds into
the total load carried by the rafters tested. Rafters
No* 1 to 4 carried an average of 1107 pounds with a factor
of safety or 4.25. Rafters No. 5 and 6 carried en average
of 2040 pounds with a factor of safety of 7.84. Rafter No. 7
and 8 carried an average of 2215 pounds with a factor of
safety of 9*22.
Summary,
1. The rigid frame hog house rafter does not require
joists or tie members inside the structure.
2. Nailed and glued joints were used for the splice
plates.
3. The rafters used for testing were 6" « l*-0"
scale models.
4. The ratio of loads for a full scale model and a
6" « I'-o" scale model is 4 to 1.
5. Loads were applied at 9 points along the z^fter.
6. The rafter failures included failures of stud,
plates, glue, and rafter sections.
7. All rafters tested had a reasonable factor of
safety. Ko. 7 and 8 had the highest with 9.22.
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Conoluslons.
!• No Joists or ties are needed inside of a 20 foot
hog house using rigid frame hog house rafters of the type
tested,
2. All of the hog house rafters tested had a reasonable
factor of safety,
3. Tho ts«ts indicate that one inch material can be
used as splice plates with nailed and glued joints.
Joint testa.
Objective of tests. The purpose of the tests was to
determine the strength of a spliced joint of glued and nailed
construction as compared to the strength of a straight
unspliced member of the same size and grade.
Size and construction of the .joints. The joints were
of the type used at the ridge and rafter splices on a gambrel
roof barn. I^ach joint was made up of two 2" x 6" x of
No. 2 common Douglas fir and two splice plates cut from a
1" X8" of No. 1 common white pine. The angle of joints
No. 1 and Z was 118°. The long side of the splice plates
was 2»-l 1/2". The angle of joints Wo. 3 and 4 was 169°.
The long side of the splice plates was ft.
The joints were glued and nailed. Twelve 6 d. nails
were used to fasten each aplioo plate on joints No. 1 and 2,
and eighteen 6 d. nails were used to fasten each splice plate
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on joints No. 3 and 4. Water-proof casein glue was used.
It was prepared and applied according to directions.
Apparatus. The machine used in testing the Joints is
shown in Figure 19. The Buffalo testing machine was used
to supply and measure the loads. Two angles were bolted to
the floor to act as a base. The Joints were held down by
two metal straps bolted to the angles 6'-7" apart. The
defleotion were taken with an Ames dial deflection gauge
placed at the center of the rafter.
Method of procedure. The Joints were inserted into
the machine and the load applied under the center of the
splice plates* A metal bearing plate was inserted to
prevent crushing the wood fibres. The loads were applied
in 100 pound increments beginning «t 200 pounds and cor-
tlnuing until failure of the Joint. Deflections were taken
for each increment of load.
Results. Table V giTes the loads applied and resulting
deflections. The load in pounds opposite the last defleotion
for the Joint is the total load carried. The deflections are
not the deflection of the Joint, but are the deflection of
the members acting as a beam 6'-7" under a concentrated load.
The modulus of rupture of each of the joints was figured
using the section modulus of a 2" i 6" rather than that of
two l" X 8". This modulus is referred to as the equivalent
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modulus of rupture. It is used to get a comparison of the
strength of the joint and the strength of a straight, un-
splioed 2" X 6", The modulus of rupture of straight grained
Douglas fir, coast type, is 11,700 lbs. per aq. in.
Joint No. 1. It failed In the fi" x 6" just helow the
plates as shown in Figure 21. It carried 3100 pounds with
a total deflection of 1.315 inches, developing a bending l:C /
laoment of 20,400 ft. lbs. The resulting equivalent modulus ^
of rupture was 7,150 lbs. per sq. in.
Joint No. 2. It failed in a manner similar to joint No.
1. It carried 3000 pounds with a total deflection of 1.176 ^
Inches, developing a bending moment of 19,700 ft. lbs. The ^
resulting equivalent modulus of rupture was 6,900 lbs. per
sq. in.
Joint Ko. 3. . The splice plates failed about half way-
down as shown in Figure 3. There was a glue failure. The
Joint carried 3300 pounds with a total deflection of .821
inches, developing a bending moment of 21,700 ft. lbs. ^
The resulting equivalent modulus of rupture was 6,020 lbs.
per sq. in.
Joint Ko. 4. The failure is similar to that of joint
No. 3. The joint carried 3800 pounds with a total deflection
of .923 inches, developing a bending moaent of 25,000 ft. lbs.
The resulting equivalent modulus of rupture was 9400 lbs. per
eq. 1a.
Jz.i'
P
•y
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TABLE V
Rafter Joint Tests
Deflection In Inches
Load Joint Joint Joint Joint
Lbs* No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
200 .000 .000 ,000 .000
300 .051 .052 .027 .033
400 .099 .101 .051 • 063
500 .U9 .146 .077 .088
600 .196 .197 .109 .113
700 .249 .244 .135 .135
800 .296 .290 .162 .158
900 .3a .340 .186 .182
1000 .387 .381 • 211 .207
1100 .431 .422 .234 .231
1200 .479 -463 .256 .256
1300 .519 .504 .281 .280
uoo -565 .545 .306 .304
1500 • 620 .586 .326 .327
1600 .663 .622 .352 .348
1700 .698 .661 .376 .372
1800 I .750 .699 .400 .398
1900 .782 .736 .425 .422
2000 .823 .775 .448 .445
2100 .871 .813 .472 .468
2200 .913 .854 .498 .493
2300 .954 .891 .522 .515
2400 .999 .930 .552 .538
2500 1.043 .971 .574 .560
2600 1.088 1.010 .604 .584
2700 1.135 1.051 .628 .609
2800 1,182 1.092 .659 .634
2900 1.238 1.135 .689 .65?
3000 1.270 1.176 .718 .686
3100 1.315 .750 .706
3200 .784 .731
3300 .821 .757
3400 .784
3500 .810
3600 I .838
3700 • 864
3800 •• : .923
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Sianmary^
1. The Joists tested were full scale models made of
2" X 6" Douglas fir with 1" x white pine splice plates.
Olued and nailed Joint construction was used.
Zm Joints carried bending moinents from 19,700 ft. lbs.
up to 25,000 ft, lbs.
3. The equivalent moduli of rupture were from 6,900
lbs. per sq. in, to 9,400 lbs. per sq. in.
4. The deflections recorded are the deflections of the
members of the joint acting as a beam 6'-7** long.
Conclusion.
1. The results of these tests indicate that Joints with
angles from 118® to 159° constructed similar to the ones
tested approach the strength of a straight, unspliced
member of equivalent size and grade.
Three rafter gambrel barn rafter tests.
Objective of the tests. The tests were run for the pur
pose of determining the wind velocity required to cause
failure of the three rafter gambrel barn root irtien the roof
frame was designed as:
1. A rigid frame with splice plates at the mow floor
line out from a 2" x 8" of Douglas fir.
2. A rigid frame with splice plates at the mow floor
line cut from a 2*» x 10" of Douglas fir.
0
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3, A three hinged aroh-
Deaign of rafters. Figure 22 shows the details of the
three series tested. The design of the rafters was hased on
the analysis of the three rafter gamhrel considered as a
rigid frame with a 70 n.p.h. wind acting 90 degrees to the
side wall, and the results cf the Joint tests. The results
of the analyses and of the Joint tests indicate th&t the
three rafter gambrel using 2" x 6** Douglas fir rafter sections
end splice plates of l** i 8" white pine can stand a 70 m.p.h.
wind with a satisfactory factor of safety. The design calls
for glued and nailed Joints.
The three hinged arch used the same design as the other
two series except that bolted joints were used at the mow
floor line and at the ridge* The purpose of the three hinged
erch was to furnish a comparison for the rigid frames tested,
Geleotion of scale. The scale 6" " I'-O" was adopted for
the rafter rests because It was the largest scale possible to
ase and still test the scale models in the available testing
frame.
To achiere the same load effect on both full scale and
ft" « I'-O" scale models, the loads used on the 6" » I'-O"
scale models would have to be one-fourth full scale loads.
This is true because reducing the length increases the
resistance by 2, and decreasing the cross section reduces
the section modulus to 1/8 of the full scale models.
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UuXtlplying the increase in resistance by the reduction
in section modulus gives 1/4 full scale loads as the scale
loads.
Construction of the rafters, The members were out to
conform to the scale values of the dimensions given in
Figure 2S. The shape of the rafter drawn with chalk
on the concrete floor of the carpenter shop. It was used as
a guide line to zoaintain the correct angles at the rafter
breaks* Q-lued and nailed construction was used for all
except the hinged joints. Water-proof casein glue was
used, mixed and applied according to directions. The nails
used on the scale models were 4 d. plain wire nails.
?or the purpose of the tests, the studs were cut off
12 inches from the mow floor joint, and the mow floor joists
were cut off 2'-6" from the Joint- This was necessary to
get the rafters into the testing frame.
Selection of loads* Table 71 gives the wind loads to
the nearest pound used for the tests. The loads are for a
wind at 90 degrees on the left side wall. The loads are
based on the assumed wind pressure distribution diagram.
The information given in Table VI includes: (1) The load
Increment numbers, (E) the wind velocity in miles per hour,
(3) the Telocity pressure in lbs. per sq, in., (4) the loads
on each of the small rafter section in pounds, (5) the total
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load on each of the principal rafter sections in pounds,
(6) the total load on the principal rafter sections in
pounds for the 6" • I'-O" scale model rafters, (7) and the
increment of load in pounds for the scale model rafters.
The weight of the eveners used plus the weight of the
model rafters were made to approximate the dead load on the
rafter. Thus the results of the tests are for dead and wind
loads. There was no way of accurately accounting for the
weight of the eveners for a test of wind loads only.
Apparatus. The large testing frame used for testing
the hog house rafters was used for the three rafter gambrel
ham rafters. Figure 23 shows the frame with a rafter in it.
The arrangement of the eveners is shown in Figure 34. Small
copper tubes used to mark the deflection through were bolted
to the rafters at the rafter splices and at the ridge. The
direction of pull was changed by the use of pulleys. The
small error caused by the friction at the pulleys was
considered as covered by an allowable experimental error.
Method of procedure. The rafters were placed in the
frame and securely bolted to the two x IS" base members
by bolts through the stud and floor Joists. The eveners and
weight baskets wre attached as shown in the evener arrange
ment of Figure 34.
A wind velocity of 40 m.p.h, was arbitrarily chosen as
the first load. Increments of loads were added for each.
ma
•Sfi-
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5 ffl.p.h. increase in velooity until the rafter failed.
Table VI giyes the loads added at each rr^fter sections.
Results* The failures are discussed separately. The
first 3 rafters were rigid frames with mew floor joints using
2" X 8" splice plates. Table VII gives the results in tabular
form, emd Figure 33 shows the results graphically.
Rafter No. 1 failed at a wind Teloolty of 120 m.p.h.
The break occurred at the mow floor line on the windward side.
Figure 25 show how the splice plate failed across the grain.
Rafter Ko. 2 failed at a wind velocity of 125 m.p.h.
A piece of the leeward lower rafter section pulled out. The
grain ran diagonally across the member at the breaks. Kie
true direction of the grain was not apparent before the break.
Figure 26 shows the break.
Rafter Ho. 3 failed at a wind velocity of 120 m.p.h.
The break was at the same point and was very similar to
the break of rafter No. 1. Figure 27 shows the break.
Rafter No. 4 failed at a wind velocity of 130 m.p.h.
The break occurred at the mow floor line on the windward side.
The failure is a combination failure of the rafter section
and the splice plates. The break is shown in Figure 26.
Rafter No. S failed at a wind velocity of 120 m.p.h.
The failure occurred in the middle of the upper rafter
section on the leeward aide due to the presence there of a
small knot. The break is shown in Figure 29.
-M-
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TABL^ 711
Besults of l^iroe fiafter Qembrel Bam Rafter Tests
Wind 90* to Left Side 9all»
Load on Sections - Lbs« Wind Deflections frcm 40 SUPall.
Hafter Telooity to Point of Failure - Ins.
No. A B G D S F AB : BC : CD : DS KF
1 :245 103 85 103 127 193 120 4.62:4.31;3.12:4«a2 4.U
2 266 112 92 112 138 209 125
* • *
3.94:4.30:3.46:4.43 3.93
S £45 103 85 103 127 193 120
♦ • *
4.22:4.41:3.61:4.33 3.88
4 288 121 99 121 162 244 130 5.55:5.94:4.55:5.97 4.34
5 :^5 103 85 103 127 193 120 5.55:6.25:4.25:5.43 4.60
s
ft 141 115 140 174 263 140
» • ♦
6.07:7.05:5.51:6.10 4.92
7 tloa 46 38 46 57 86 80 4.82:4.60:3.60:4.68 2.20
6 137 58 48 58 72 109 90
• * •
6.90:7.85:5.35:6.20 6.62
9 95 40 33 40 50 76 75 2.00:1.80:1.55:1.75
• • •
. • • »
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34-O
EVENE2 ^ LOADING DIAQEAM
W1I\]D 90" TO LEFT SIDE WALL
Scale ^i6 = r"0"
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Rafter No . 6 tailed a t a wind volocity of 140 m. p . h. 
The break occurred a t the mow floor line on the wlndward 
side and is similar to the break in Figure 28. 
Rafter No. 7 failed at a wind velocity o f 80 m. p .h. 
The failure occurred at the ridge due to the buckling of 
the two halves of the r a tter. Figure 30 shows the break 
as it occurred and Figure 24 shows the buckling of the 
rafter j us t before 1 t broke. Lateral support was f urnished 
the other three hinged arches , but No. 7 broke before the 
support VIa s supplied. 
Rafter No . 8 failed a t a wind velocity of 90 m. p . h . 
The break occurred in t he center of the middle rafter 
section on t he windward side . Figure 31 shows the break. 
Rafter No . 9 failed e t a wind velocity of ?O m. p . h . 
The break o ccurred in t he upper rafter section on t he wind-
ward aide. The grain o f t he wood a t t hat point ran di agonally 
a cross the member. Figure 32 shows the break. 
Discussion of th e results . The ratters No . l , 2 , and 3 
with 2" x an splice plates at the f ixed end carried an 
average load e quivalent to a wi nd velocity of 121 . 6 m. p .h. 
Raft ers No . 4, 5, and 6 with 2" x 10" splice plat es a t the 
fixed end carried an average lo ~d equivalent to a wind 
vel ocity of 130 m.p.h . , whicb is 1 . 8+ times the desi gn wind 
vel ocity. Rafters No . ? , 8, and 9 carried an average load 
e quivalent to a wind velocity of 81 . 6 m.p . h . which i s 1 . 1+ 
-74-
timds the design wind Telocity*
The rafters using rigid frame construction were superior
to the three hinged arches. The rafters using the 8" x lO"
splice plates showed up the hest of all in the testa* The
rafters constructed eg three hinged arches did not show up
good in the tests. They required lateral support to prevent
buckling and the deformations were excessive for the wind
loads carried*
The test substantiates the advantages of the rigid frame
construction* There were no failures of the glued and nailed
rafter splices even in the tests on the three hinged arches*
The failures at the mow floor line were not glue failures
but were caused by the failure of the wood under the large
fixed end moment*
The experimental errors of the tests include the friction
of the pulleys used, the slight non-uniformity of the weights
used, and the effect of weather conditions on the rafters
tested* The sum of these errors was estimated as being below
5 percent which Is a reasonable error when it is considered
that the loads used were based on an assumed wind pressure
distribution diagram.
The results of the tests on the three rafter gambrel
rafters compare favorably with the results Test 13 got on
glue, laminated, bent rafters. Test only ran his rafters
up to 135 m.p.h., but at that point he had partial failure.
-75-
of all the rafters tested.
Sancnary,
1. Hafters No* 1, S* and Z carried an average load
equivalent to a wind velocity of 121.6 m.p.h. which Is 1.7t
times the design value,
2. Rafters No. 4, 5, and 6 carried an average load
equivalent to a wind velocity of 130 m.p.h. which is 1.8+
tiioea the design values.
3. Barters No. 7, 6, and 9 carried an average of 81.6
si.p.h. n^ich is 1.1-^ times the design value.
4. The rafters designed as three hinged arches. No. 7,
8, and 9 did not show up well in the tests.
5. The results of these tests indicate that tte design
of rafters No. 4, 5, and 6 would be considerables best.
6. The results of these tests indicate thnt rigid frame
construction is feasible and desirable in the construction of
the three rafter gambrel barn rafters,
7. The experimental errors of the tests were estimated
to be under 5 percent.
-76-
STOffiUET
The objective of the study was to determine the
adrantages of rigid frame construction in farm structures.
®ie study was justified on the basis of the present in
efficient use of lumber and the apparent adrantages of rigid
frame construction.
The ground work for the study was furnished by review
ing the history of barn framiig, by reviewing barn framing
3re<iulrements, and by selecting a standard barn shell*
In the preliminary considerations and investigations,
a roof shape stable under all customary dead loads was found
for a three rafter gambrel barn roof using 14, 10, and 8 foot
rafter sections. The three rafter gambrel roof was compared
to a standard gambrel barn roof. The wind loads on the three
rafter gambrel were figured on the basis of an assumed wind
distribution diagram.
The three rafter gaabrel barn roof was analyzed as a
throe hinged aroh, and as a rigid frame for both dead and
wind loads. The bending moments developed by the loads
applied in the analyses gave a comparison of rigid frame and
three hinged aroh construction.
The experimental work included: (1) tests on rigid frame
hog house rafters to determine their factor of safety.
-77-
(S) tests on glued and nailed spliced Joints to determine
the equivalent modulus of rupture of joints such as would
be used in rigid frame construction of barn rafters, and
(3) tests on rigid frame and three hinged aroh construction
of the three rafter gambrel "barn rafter to determine iwind
velocity needed to cause failure of the rafter.
- 78-
CONCLUSIONS 
1 . Barn root shnpos the t are stable under all customary 
dead loads were found for two oonbinations of rafter lengths. 
The stable root shape for a 34 foot three ra f ter gao.brel 
barn using 14 , 10 , and 8 foot rafter sections has the 
following angles: the lower ratter section is ? 2 degr eo to 
horizontal , the middle rafter section is 58 degrees to 
horizontal, the upper rafter section is 26 degrees to 
horizontal . 
2 . The three rafter gambrel barn roof comparod to the 
standard gambrol barn roof has more usable space free of all 
obstructions, allow the better use of hay handling equip-
ment , and is cheaper to frame . 
3 . The analyses of the three rafter gambrel roof proves 
that effectiveness in use of lumber ia increased by the use 
of rigid frame con struction. 
4 . The results of the tests on the rigi d f r ame hog 
house rafter s indicates that the t ypes tested have a satis-
factory factor of safety . 
5. The joint t ests results indicate that na iled and 
glued spliced joints can be made to oarry as muon a s the 
mai n members of the joints . 
6 . The raf ter t ests show the advantages of rigid frame 
oonstruction. 
The analyses of the rigid freune, the joint tests,
and the rafter tests Indicates that the rigid frame, three
rafter gambrel barn roof using S" x 6" rafter sections and
1** X 8" splice plates at the ridge and rafter splices, and
a 2** X 10" splice plate plus the 2* x 6" stud at the mow
floor line can safely carry all oustomary dead loads plus
the loads caused by a 70 m.p«h* wind.
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